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Proven Performance
Marvin® commercial products have an impressive record of proven performance.  
In addition to earning the CW rating, many of our products are certified by 
WDMA to meet or exceed demanding design pressure standards for air, water 
and structural performance. We voluntarily test for a wide variety of variables 
and we hold our products to the highest performance criteria. Internal and third 
party audits confirm the excellence we build into every window and door. 

Our products are also environmental performers that enable you to earn credits 
for your project’s LEED certification in several categories. Every Marvin product 
excels in energy efficiency, and virtually all of our windows and doors meet or 
exceed federal ENERGY STAR® guidelines. We offer unlimited options for 
enhancing daylight, views and ventilation. And, we incorporate green practices 
throughout our manufacturing process, resulting in very low VOC emissions and 
purchase from suppliers who subscribe to the Sustainable Forestry Initiative® (SFI®) 
reflecting our use of sustainably sourced wood. We also offer Forest Stewardship 
CouncilTM (FSC®) certified wood as an option and our membership in the U.S. 
Green Building Council reflects our sustainable practices. Our commitment 
to performance drives us beyond standard industry practices to maximize 
resources, reduce waste and continually improve our products and processes.



Innovative Products
At Marvin®, we build windows and doors the only way they should be built: one 
at a time. In fact, we are the world’s largest made-to-order wood window and 
door manufacturer and we have a global reputation for innovation. Whether 
you’re creating something new or recreating history, we can adapt or customize 
our products to achieve your precise vision. Marvin provides you with project-
based solutions, unsurpassed attention to detail and unparalleled service. Our 
solutions oriented approach has made Marvin a leader in historic renovation 
and solidified our reputation for innovations in new construction. Together we 
can address your biggest challenges and bring something completely unique  
to your projects. 

Design Flexibility
If you can imagine it, Marvin can help you build it. We are dedicated to delivering 
commercial design options that are as limitless as your creativity. We offer thousands 
of standard aluminum clad and wood windows and doors, in a virtually endless 
variety of configurations. Our extensive range of standard and custom products 
can be used for projects of all sizes, from three-story schools, to more than 15- 
story high-rise office buildings. In fact, our expertise runs the gamut of commercial 
applications from educational and healthcare facilities, to multi-family dwellings, 
churches and hospitality venues. At Marvin, we have the capabilities to 
implement your vision and the flexibility to exceed your expectations.



ULTIMATE CASEMENT & AWNING COLLECTION
The most revolutionary casements on the market today.  

Design
- The most durable hardware in the industry
- Easy to operate by crank or pushout at large sizes
- Sash rotates 140° for easy cleaning from  
 the interior side
- Choice of recessed or flush sash
- Full or narrow jamb for any application
- Five simulated divided lite options
- Round top variations available
- Simulated checkrail and tall bottom rail for  
 double-hung appearance
- Retractable screen
- Custodial sash limiters
- Available with Tripane glazing with Argon  
 or Krypton fill

Performance
- Tested to the latest AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/I.S.2/ 
 A440-08 specification and meets CW-50 requirements 
- Meets all ENERGY STAR® requirements
-  IG operating unit meets .30 U-factor with one-lite Low E2 

with argon insulating glass 
-  1" operating Tripane units can meet .21 U-factor with argon or 

.20 with argon/krypton
-  1" fixed Tripane untis can meet .19 U-factor with argon or .16 

with argon/krypton 

Installation
- Through jamb installation
- Adjustable hinges and optional flexible metal nail fin
- Construction crank and lock handles
- Pre-drilled jambs
- Factory mulling and/or mull reinforcement available
- Removable covers

DP/Maximum Size 
- Clad Ultimate Casement
 36" x 96 1/8" CW-PG50-C
- Clad Ultimate Awning
 48" x 47 1/8" CW-PG50-AP

For current performance information see the NFRC website or contact your 
Marvin® representative.

ULTIMATE DOUBLE HUNG MAGNUM WINDOWS 
Commercial grade performance with architectural appeal.

Design
- Fits oversized openings up to 5' x 10'
- Rectangular, polygon and round top shapes available
- Sight lines and profiles match Marvin’s family of double  
 hung products
- Options for historic packages include energy panels 
 and ogee lugs
- Available prepped for field-applied stool and apron
- Triple hungs available
- Custodial locking hardware available
- Wood jambs minimize visibility of jamb carrier system

Performance
- Excellent structural integrity against water and air
- Adjustable constant force spiral balance system meets 
 AAMA 902-99 Class 5 specifications 
- Easy smooth operation
- WDMA certified up to H-CW50
- Meets U-factor of .31 with One-lite Low E2 with   
 argon insulating glass
- Can meet .18 U-factor with argon Tripane glass,  
 without combination

Installation
- Through jamb installation
- Optional flexible metal nail fin
- Installation hardware included

DP/Maximum Size 
- H-C50 Clad 53 3/8" x 104 3/8"
- H-CW40 Clad 56" x 91" Gateway size 
- H-C35 Clad 59 3/8" x 120 3/8"



TILT TURN &HOPPER
Versatile dual-function swings in for maintenance or 
egress or tilts for ventilation.

Design
- One handle controls both swing and vent operations
- Allows emergency exit access and easy cleaning  
 from the interior
- Multi-point locking system
- Optional keyed handle and security locks
- Optional simulated check rail offers double  
 hung appearance
- Optional handle placement determined by height;  
 can be specified
- Tilt-in Hopper can be used as a ventilating transom
- Standard 2 13/32" (61 mm) and 4 9/16" jambs

Performance
- Meets commercial performance standards
- Meets U-factor of .31 with One-lite Low E2 with  
 argon insulating glass (certified using 4 9/16" jamb) - 
- Can meet .22 U-factor with argon Tripane glass

Installation
- Adjustable hinges 
- Through jam installation
- Factory applied jamb extensions available

DP/Maximum Size   
- Clad Magnum Tilt Turn
 49" x 73" CW-PG40-DAW
- Clad Magnum Hopper 
 65" x 49" CW-PG40-AP

DIRECT GLAZE
Flexible, cost efficient solution for a variety of designs.

Design
- Larger sizes up to 60 ft.
- Used to span multiple floors and provide  
 design continuity
- Wood interiors fit with traditional designs
- Clean, contemporary sight lines

Performance
- Can meet .16 U-factor with argon Tripane glass

Installation
- Flexibility in jamb depth for different types of installations
- Fits wall system that is less than 4 9/16" jamb depth

CLAD SIMULATED DOUBLE HUNG HOPPER
An innovative replacement solution for large openings.

CLOSER

PANIC RIM

REMOVABLE CENTER MULLION

KICK PLATE

Commercial Door Hardware

COMMERCIAL DOORS
Durably constructed to handle the demands of  
commercial use.

Design
- Extruded aluminum clad exterior with finishes meeting 
  AAMA 2605, or all wood exterior 
- Available with optional 16 gauge primed steel frame 
- Optional Commercial Hardware package offers choices 
 of closers, rim devices, mortis locks, removable mullions,  
 and kick plates, all with various finish options
- No lock no bore standard
-  Routs and prep can be ordered for Von Dupren and 

Schlage hardware sets. Custom routs can be requested
- Three low profile sill options: 1/2" saddle, 1/4" saddle, 
 or offset all with three finish options
- Choose 1 3/4" or 2 1/4" panels
- Ball-bearing hinges available in Satin Chrome,  
 Bronze or Brass finishes
- Raised or Flat Panel options or choose an  
 intermediate rail
- Stationary panels and side lites available

Size 
- Two panel operator, maximum size  
 87 3/16" x 97 9/16" (1 3/4" panel)
- Two panel operator, maximum size  
 99 3/16" X 121 9/16" (2 1/4" panel)



ULTIMATE LIFT AND SLIDE DOOR 
The ultimate solution for maximizing light and views 
as well as connecting or dividing spaces, whether it’s 
interior, or a seamless transition to the exterior. 

Design
- Marvin-exclusive low profile, high performance hardware
- Available in Traditional or Contemporary panel style
-  Low barrier recessed or flush mount sill meets ADA 

requirements
- Lift and Slide operation allows even heavy door  
 panels to travel easily and smoothly on the sill system
- Standard is treated bare pine interior; clad extruded 
 aluminum or wood exterior
- Alternative woods include Mahogany and Douglas Fir 
- 2 3/4" thick panels

Size 
- 6" stiles and top rail; 8 1/8" bottom rail (Traditional)
- 4" stiles and top rail; 6" bottom rail (Contemporary)
- Traditional frame sizes include 46.11' x 12.1'  
 and 59.26' x 12.1'
- Contemporary frame sizes include 47.11' x 12.1'  
 and 60.26' x 12.1'
-  With the optional Performance Sill this product is 

WDMA rated

BI-FOLD DOOR 
Open up the possibilities – and the space – with our 
smoothly operating bi-fold doors.

Design
- Configurations available from 2 to 8 operating panels
- Variety of head jamb and sill options

Performance
- Clad units have CN 12080 (AAMA/WDMA/CSA) rating  
 for air, water and structural (does not include ADA or  
 floor channel sills)

Size 
- Operating panel size: minimum 14 5/8";  
 maximum 35 1/16"
- Rough opening maximum size: 253 5/32" x 97 5/8"
- Rough opening minimum size: 32 15/16" x 36"

DOUGLAS FIR

For wood window performance data contact your Marvin® Commercial Solutions representative. 
BIM models are available for most products at marvin.com/commercial.

PINE CHERRY

WHITE OAK

PAINTED INTERIOR
FINISH — WHITE

MAHOGANY

PRIMED WOOD

Panning and Casing Systems
- Range of casing, subsill and custom profiles available
- Extruded aluminum substrate 
- AAMA 2605-11 70% PVDF 
- 19 standard and select colors, custom colors available
- Rapid prototyping to replicate historic profiles
- Mullion cover
 • Clad cover for space mulls
 • Incremental sizes 3/8"- 6"
 • Custom sizes available
- Jamb extensions shipped applied or loose; sizing can 
 fit varying wall thicknesses

Wood Species
- Standard lead times apply to Pine and Douglas Fir units
- Specialty wood species such as Walnut, Maple and   
 Western Red Cedar are also available
- All wood is purchased from SFI® certified suppliers. FSC®  
 certified wood is also an option
-  Factory-applied clear and stain finishes available on all 

species. Paint and prime available on pine. 

VERTICAL GRAIN 
DOUGLAS FIR

STRUCTURAL THERMAL SOUND

Windows Size Range
AAMA/WDMA/
CSA 101/I.S.2/
A440-08

AAMA/WDMA/
CSA 101/ I.S.2/
A440-05

Air infiltration
Water
Penetration
Resistance

Uniform Load
Structural Test
Pressure

U-Factor SHGC VT CR STC QITC

Fixed Windows

Clad Direct Glaze 84 x 96 CW-PG55 FW-HC55 <.0.1 cfm/sq ft 8.25 psf +82.5/-97.5 .16-.52 .12-.67 .11-.72 15-71 33 26

Clad Ultimate
Casement Polygon 3697 & 4092 CW-PG50-C LC-PG50-C <0.01 cfm/sqft 7.50 psf +75/-75 .20-.48 .10-.53 .09-.56 40-57 29-47 23-36

Clad Ultimate
Double Hung Polygon 3036/4026/4036 LC-PG40-H 0.14/.09/.07 6.0 psf N/A /+-60/+-45 .18-.50 .10-.56 .09-.58 39-72 28-42 23-31

Swinging Windows

Clad Ultimate Casement 3697 & 4092 CW-PG50-C LC-PG50-C <0.01 cfm/sqft 7.50 psf +75/-75 .20-.48 .10-.53 .09-.56 40-70 29-47 23-36

Clad Ultimate Casement
Round Top

3697/4072/4092 CW-PG50 C-C50 <0.01 cfm/sqft 7.50 psf +-75 .21-.49 .10-.53 .09-.56 38-69 29-47 23-36

Clad Ultimate
Venting Picture

4072/4097/4872/
7248/7272 LC-PG40 AP-LC40 <0.01 cfm/sqft 7.50 psf +-60 .17-.48 .11-.62 .10-.65 40-70 31-34 25-28

Tilting/Projecting Windows

Clad Ultimate Awning 4872/5648 CW-PG50-AP/LC
PG50-AP AP-C50 <0.01 cfm/sqft 12.0/7.5 psf +-75 .20-.47 .10-.53 .09-.56 40-71

Clad Simulated Double 
Hung Hopper LC-PG50-AP AP-C50 0.06 cfm/sqft 7.5 psf +-75 No NFRC Certification

Vertical Sliding Windows

Clad Ultimate 
Double Hung 3036/4026/4036 LC-PG40-H 0.14/.09/.07 6.0 psf N/A /+-60/+-45 .18-.50 .10-.56 .09-.58 39-72 28-42 23-31

Clad Ultimate Double 
Hung Round Top 3036/4026/4036 H-LC40/

H-LC40/H-LC30 .09/.10/.01 6.0 psf +-60/+-60/+-45 .31-.51 .15-.56 .20-.58 40-55 28-42 23-31

Clad Ultimate Double 
Hung Magnum 4848/5052/5456 CW-PG40-H H-C50/

H-C40/H-C35 .02/.05/.02 7.5/6.0/5.25 +-75/+-60/
+-52.5 .18-.51 .10-.55 .09-.58 39-73 27-31 22-26

Horizontal Sliding Windows

Ultimate Glider 10060/6050/
6060

LC-PG35-HS/
LC-PG50-HS/
LC-PG40-HS

HS-LC35/
HS-LC50/
HS-LC40

0.04/0.05/
0.05 7.50 psf +-52.5/+-75/

+-60 .23-.51 .10-.57 .09-.60 39-68 27-37 22-27

Dual Action

Clad Tilt Turn 49 x 73 DA-C-40 0.02 6.0 psf +-60 .22-.83 .10-.60 .09-.62 ‘07-62 31-36 25-29
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Service Excellence
Marvin® is a national brand with an extensive network 
of dealers who provide support in all 50 states and in 
17 foreign countries. However, you have a single point 
of contact who will help you get things done quickly and  
efficiently, from concept to completion of your project. 

In addition to suggesting options from our respected 
Marvin product line, your representative can help you 
decide if our high performing Integrity® brand of Ultrex® 
pultruded fiberglass windows and doors or our Infinity® 
brand of Ultrex replacement windows can fulfill your  
project needs. With Marvin as your partner, you can  
be assured of dedicated expertise, superior project  
management skills and design resources to help you  
address virtually any commercial challenge.

Marvin.com/commercial


